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We will give you a precise picture of
the health of your messaging
infrastructure as well as the steps to
secure it and bring it into the 21st
century.

Who are we?
Founded in 2017, Indominus is an IT consulting firm
specializing in infrastructure.
Indominus, from the Latin word for unbeatable, reflects our
culture of redefining what is possible.
Born in the cloud, we are continuously developing tools that
allow us to dramatically reduce the cost of IT.

We are a Microsoft Partner and a service provider for Azure
and Office 365
Here is what makes us different:

Do you have persistent problems with viruses, spam or
phishing?
Whether you are undergoing an audit or engaged in defense
planning, your messaging infrastructure is an important point
of attack.
We can help you uncover your most dangerous areas of
vulnerability.

•

We’re faster and more efficient

•

We provide clear indicators

•

We create crystal clear roadmaps

•

We give step-by-step guidance that makes sense

•

We produce a clear set of risks and related costs

•

Our pricing is highly competitive

•

A full refund of the analysis phase for any mandate to
optimize Active Directory

We have a single-minded vision: to ensure that everyone has
access to high-quality IT consulting for a reasonable price!
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What we offer
We offer a high-level analysis of your infrastructure based
on a highly condensed 3-day mandate.
Here is the list of points we will check for you:
• Full list of OS versions along with the vendor’s current
support policy
• Health of your servers as well as their dependencies
(e.g., Active Directory)
• Message flow that identifies possible security faults and
weaknesses
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• System and client configurations
• Cloud migration path
• The quality and backup capacity of your infrastructure
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• The load on your current service and its ability to scale
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• Assessment of the risk of attack and recovery capacity
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• Cost analysis of moving to a cloud-based service like
Exchange Online
• High-level architecture recommendations

Reserve your spot today!

Once this analysis has been completed, you will have the
means to optimize and secure the infrastructure that
enables your business.

Don’t spend any more time waiting to modernize your
messaging solutions. Get a full analysis of the state of your
infrastructure and take an important step into the 21st
century.

What you will get

Every analysis consists of the following:

•
•
•
•

Our architectural recommendations for AD
A health score for each service
A mitigation plan
An analysis of the impact of a possible outage or breach
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• A 3-day mandate, with 1 – 2 days spent on-site
• A full collection of data
• An executive report evaluating your environment
Get started today!
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